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ABSTRACT

The global adoption of information technology systems throughout all activity domains lead to the existence of a huge amount of information systems unable to interoperate, first of all, because of different ways of identifying resources. Different transport and application level protocols for data exchange also raise some interoperability difficulties. Common interoperability scenarios rely on tightly controlled, specific communities of information technology islands. In this chapter we present and discuss the usage of lexical, syntactic and semantic lexical technologies to address interoperability problems at the product identification level, in the context of food consumption analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The case study presented here is focused in the integration of food point-of-sales (POS) systems, where sales data is available, and a public health care authority system, where food composition data is available. For the purpose of food consumption analysis, we need to solve the problem of matching each of the POS sales food description with a public health authority database (DB) food item description.

Nowadays several POS systems (e.g. WinRest, WinTouch, etc.) are widely used in restaurants, canteens, bars, however the adoption of international standards to identify the resources (food items) is very unlikely, and difficult to be applied to all ranges of food products (packed, unpacked, fresh, meals, etc.). Therefore, the main target of the study presented here, is the search for the best way to match the products description from a POS DB with the products description available in a national public food...
composition DB. The matching process allows the food consumption analysis to include not only population consumption analysis but also nutritional intake, made available through the food composition data present in the national food composition DB.

In practice, this process will provide a unified record of the food consumption data. This will allow us to implement several different applications, for example to create consumption profiles based on the nutritional properties of the items sold in POS systems.

In order to do a proof of the concept, we developed a software application based on the Java programming language and MySQL (MySQL Test Labs, 2006) as the Database Management System (DMS).

This book chapter is structured according to the following outline. The semantic integration background and related work are presented in section two. Section three shows the components and structure of the proposed solution. Section four is focused on the datasets used for the integration case study. The attribute extraction from the food items description by the means of lexical, syntactical and semantic analysis is presented in section five. Section six presents the semantic processing and the scoring/relevance calculation algorithm. Finally some conclusions, limitations, contributions and future work are described.

BACKGROUND

The possibility of developing a computer application that allows automated alignment between food consumption/sales databases and food composition databases that contain their nutritional composition or other properties (e.g. contaminants, allergens) is seem of extreme value by public health care authorities.

Many efforts have been done in developing food classification and description systems, as well as the corresponding creation of controlled vocabularies, in order to allow food consumption analysis and related applications.

Although this represents a recurring issue/problem in this scientific area, no system or software application is known for enabling the automatic mapping of food descriptions between sales and food composition databases.

All known applications addressing these issues require the usage of pre-defined identifiers, pre-defined taxonomies and specific, controlled vocabularies for products identification, classification and description. One example of this type of approach is the FoodEx2 (European Food Safety Authority, 2011) specification done by the European Food Safety Authority. FoodEx2 aims to support food consumption, electronic transmission of chemical occurrence data and public health risk assessment in the framework of public health policies for the European Union countries.

In the context of our study, this type of initiatives is seen as feasible only for a small scale number of participants that are able to cope with the technical alignment and cost of adapting their systems.

Other type of approaches aiming for semantic integration of food related information are also worth to mention. Among those approaches, the semantic search engines and the semantic food repository systems are the most relevant in the context of our study.

The search engines could be highly enhanced with the aid of semantic tools. After that evolution we can expect that the search engines could be more intelligent, being able to understand, not only some predefined keywords, but also complex human-readable sentences.

The Knigine, the Hakia Search Engine and the DuckDuckGo are examples of search engines which already take advantage of Web semantic technologies. As in our work, this allows them to provide a broader and a more intelligent set of results.
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